
 
 
 

Men’s Apparel 

Note: Prices may vary 

SHIRT                                                                                                                  

Shirt: To be taken in or let out                   $65      

Shirt: Shorten the length of the body  (Hem)               $35       

Shirt: Sleeve length to be shortened          $55      

Shirt: Sleeves to be taken in           $55       

Shirt: Add two darts                               $30      

Shirt: Button to be added                           $5.00 each 

 

SUIT JACKET / BLAZER                                                                                     

Suit Jacket/Blazer: To be taken in                   $95/$115        

Suit Jacket/Blazer: Sleeves to be taken in                    $85          

Suit Jacket/Blazer: Sleeves w/buttons to be shorten         $85         

Suit Jacket/Blazer: Button to be added  (front line)                $5.00 each 

Suit Jacket/Blazer: Adding Functioning buttonholes (set)         $125                                                                                                                             

Suit Jacket/Blazer: Length of body to be shortened          $125       

Suit Jacket/Blazer: Relining   ($180 + cost of fabric)                                $180 +    

Suit Jacket/Blazer: Pocket repair             $45          

Suit Jacket/Blazer: Pocket to be completely replaced          $60          

Suit Jacket/Blazer: Collar Roll/Neck Roll            $55          

Suit Jacket/Blazer: Shoulder Alterations           $180

DRESS PANTS                                                                                                         

Dress Pants: Regular Hem                                                               $20  

Dress Pants: Hem W/Cuff                                                                $25  

Dress Pants: Waist to be take in or let out                              $55                 

Dress Pants: Zipper to be replaced                               $55  

Dress Pants: Taper   (Slimming the width of the legs)              $85  

Dress Pants: Removal of pleats         (Flat Front)             $150 

Dress Pants: Seat wear & Tear repair                              $55   

Dress Pants: Pockets to be repaired                               $25  

Dress Pants: Pockets to be completely replaced                             $45  

Custom Made Pants:                   Start at $350+ 

 



 

 

JEANS/CHINO 

Chino Hem:                                                                                         $17 

Jeans/Chino: Pockets to be repaired                                $25 

Jeans/Chino:  Pockets to be completely replaced                      $45 

Jeans/Chino: To be converted into shorts (Hem/Taper)   $65 

Jeans/Chino: Taper           (Slimming the width of the legs)            $85 

Jeans/Chino: Zipper to be replaced       $55   

Jeans: Button to be replaced        $20   

Jeans: Regular hem                  $20 

Jeans: Original hem                  $25  

Jeans: Hole repair                                                                               $25 

Jeans: Seat wear & Tear repair                                                          $55 

SHORTS                

Shorts: Hem                                                                                         $25 

Shorts: Taper        (Slimming the width of the legs)                             $45 

Shorts: Waist to be taken in                                                                            $55 

Shorts: Zipper to be replaced                  $55   

Shorts: Seat wear & tear repair                                                         $55 

Custom Made Shorts:                Starts at $250 + 

T-SHIRT                                                                                            

     

T-Shirt: To be taken in                   $45              

T-Shirt: Length of the body to be shortened          (Hem)    $35 

 

TIE                                                                                                                                    

Tie: Repair/Restitching                                                                           $35  

SWEATER 

Sweater: To be taken in                              $85        

Sweater: Sleeve length to be shortened                  $65        

Sweater: Hole repair                     $45 



 

  

 

WINTER JACKET 

Jacket: Zipper to be replaced                                            $85      

Removal of (Faux/Fur)                                                                                     $45+             

Sleeves to be shortened                                                                                     $85+ 

 

WINTER COAT 

Coat: Adding a buttonhole (Front line)                                                          $20 

Coat: Adding Functioning buttonholes (set)                                  $125 

Coat: Sleeves to be shorten or let out                 $95  

Coat: Sleeves with buttons to be shorten                 $90   

Coat: To be taken in or let out (Body)                 $150 

Coat: Length of body be shortened                                              $145   

Coat: Relining (Wool/Leather)           $185 + cost of fabric                  $185+ 

 

Belt hole to be added                                           $5.00/each 

Patches to be sewn on                         $25.00/each 

 

Measurements 

If you need to get measurements for a company that works with custom made 

orders, please let us know. We will be more than happy to provide this service 

by appointment only. We kindly ask to please have the sizing chart from the 

company where the garment will be ordered from.  

To obtain a full assessment on any article of clothing including wedding gowns 

please call or send us an email to schedule a complimentary fitting free of 

charge. 

 

Please know that a 60 % rush fee is added towards each 

garment that requires an expedited completion date. 

 


